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Abstract—Some recent progresses in Load-Modulated Single-
RF (LMSRF) multiple-antenna transmitters are presented in-
cluding the circuit analysis in the case of closely spaced antennas.
Mutual coupling effect is considered and it is shown that there is
no need for any decoupling network since the mutual coupling ef-
fect can be considered in digital baseband domain. Furthermore,
discrete LMSRF is introduced and an implementation method for
it using PIN diodes and microstrip lines is presented. Some sim-
ulation results for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) signals with Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) inputs are presented,
e.g., it is shown that using 8 switches in every load modulator
results in a signal to distortion ratio of 17.8dB at the transmitter.

Index Terms—Load modulator, power efficiency, matching
network, mutual coupling, RF switch.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems are used

to enhance the throughput in wireless communication net-
works. The standard implementation of MIMO transmitters
uses one RF-chain including a Digital to Analog Converter
(DAC), a power amplifier (PA) and a mixer, per antenna
element [1]. In this paper, we call such a scheme as Multi-RF
(MRF) MIMO transmitter. MRF has some issues related to
the size and the cost of the system as follows:
-The size issue: in MRF, to avoid the destructive effect of
mutual coupling, the antennas are required to be spaced at
least at half a wavelength apart. This leads to a size issue
in the MIMO transmitters with large number of antennas.
Alternatively, compact MRF transmitters have been proposed,
e.g., [2]–[4]. Compact MRF transmitters use multi-port match-
ing networks, e.g., a Multi-port Conjugate Matching (MCM)
network [5], [6], to alleviate the mutual coupling effect. Such
matching networks are complicated to implement for large
number of antennas but feasible for small number of antennas,
e.g., the case of 3 antennas in [7].
-The cost issue: in MRF, each antenna requires its own RF-
chain; therefore, the larger the number of antennas, the higher
the cost. Furthermore, due to the frequent use of signals with
high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) such as Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) in modern wireless
communication systems, linear power amplifiers with high
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back-off are required. This reduces power efficiency and
increases the cost of the system further. Hardware efforts to
improve the efficiency of power amplifiers include dynamic
biasing [8], dynamic supply modulation [9], [10] and dynamic
load modulation [11]. Another option is to use PAPR reduction
techniques [12].
A single-RF multi-antenna transmitter called Electronically

Steerable Passive Array Radiator (ESPAR) has been proposed
in [13] for analog beamforming and in [14] for MIMO
systems. ESPAR allows for a compact implementation in hand-
held devices [15]. ESPAR is suitable for a transmitter with
small number of antennas. The tunable load connected to each
passive antenna is purely imaginary to avoid Ohmic losses.
Thus, only limited types of modulations can be supported
e.g., PSK modulation as presented in [15]. Note that recently
ESPAR with arbitrary loads has been also proposed which
requires more complicated load circuits [16].
Load-Modulated Single-RF (LMSRF) MIMO transmitters

have been proposed in [17], [18] to reduce the RF-cost and also
enable compact arrays in MIMO communications. Circuit and
power efficiency analyses in the case of no mutual coupling
effect are given in [17]. In this paper, we consider the case of
LMSRF with compact arrays and introduce a new structure
for LMSRF which has some advantages compared to one
introduced in [17]. The analysis in the case of compact arrays
is given and it is shown that mutual coupling effect can be con-
sidered in the digital basedband domain without extra effort in
the RF domain. Next, we introduce an implementation method
for load modulators using PIN diodes and microstrip lines. The
simulation results of the proposed circuit are presented.
The new architecture of LMSRF is presented in Section

II. The analysis for compact arrays is given in Section III.
Section IV describes a new implementation method for load
modulators including some simulation results. Finally, Section
V concludes the paper.

II. LMSRF ARCHITECTURE

In an LMSRF transmitter, there is only one source which is
a Local Oscillator (LO) followed by a PA as shown in Fig. 1.
The constant envelope sinusoid signal passes through a two-
port matching network. This matching network matches the
star point, shown by vs in Fig. 1, to the PA. Each antenna
element is connected to the star point via a load modulator
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Fig. 1. The architecture of LMSRF MIMO transmitter.

(shown by LMm in Fig. 1). A load modulator is a two-
port network which contains some tunable components, e.g.,
diodes, to control the current on each antenna.
All the digital baseband processing steps such as source

coding, mapping, channel coding, precoding, are done at the
baseband block. The output signals of the baseband block are
some digital commands to the level shifter block. The level
shifter produces the required bias voltages for the tunable
components in the load modulator blocks (see Fig. 1). The
processing rate is equal to the symbol rate.
It is assumed that all the transmission lines in Fig. 1 are

lossless and multiples of half a wavelength long. The structure
shown in Fig. 1 has an extra load modulator (shown by
LMM+1) compared to the structure presented in [17]. This
extra load modulator is called the Auxiliary Load Modulator
(ALM). The ALM is added to the LMSRF to burn the reflected
power from the other load modulators.
The PA amplifies a constant envelope signal, thus it requires

no back-off and can be non-linear and very efficient. In order
to avoid damaging the PA by reflected signals, the input admit-
tance at the star point, i.e, ys, should be constant and matched
to the PA. In other words, although the input admittance of
each load modulator changes, the sum admittance of all load
modulators should be constant. This ensures that the maximum
transfer power condition is met at the output of the PA. In [17],
the reflected power is dissipated in a resistance connected to
a circulator at the output of the PA; therefore, the voltage at
the star point is not constant exactly. However, in the structure
shown in Fig. 1, the voltage at the star point is approximately
constant. This makes tuning of load modulator blocks much
easier. Note that the number of states (which relates to the
number of switches) in the ALM determines the amount of
reflected power to the PA.

Let Pa and Pr be the output power of the PA and the
instantaneous total radiated power, respectively. The extra
power PR = Pa−Pr is dissipated as heat in the resistance R.
The role of this resistance is to burn the extra power in order
to avoid reflection to the PA. The current of the resistance R
is controlled by the ALM block.
An analog spectral shaping filter is used to limit the spectral

bandwidth on each antenna. The impulse response of the
filters may change due to environmental changes. This may
cause some errors at the receiver. However, the filters can be
considered as part of the channel. As an example, in massive
MIMO systems with Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode, the
channel is estimated by uplink pilot symbols [19]. The same
filters are also used in the receive mode to limit the noise
bandwidth. Due to the reciprocity of the channel, the impulse
responses of the filters can be estimated as parts of the channel.

A. Discrete load modulation using RF switches
Load modulator blocks can be implemented using switches,

e.g., MEMS switches or PIN diodes, called Discrete Load
Modulator (DLM) or using soft tunable components, e.g.,
varactor diodes, called Soft Load Modulator (SLM).
Let’s assume a modulation scheme with N constellation

points on the antennas. In DLM, there are some finite states.
The baseband block determines the log2(N) bits for each
antenna and then based on these bits, the level shifter serves
the voltage signals to switch to the desired constellation point
for each antenna at every symbol time.
In SLM, there are some continuous tunable elements which

are capable of changing the impedance seen from one of
its ports in a continuous manner tuning the bias conditions.
In this scheme, the exact value of bias voltage is generated
using some DACs . SLM suffers from non-linearity problem of
tunable components, low speed and power handling problems
[20]. DLM offers high speed switching using PIN diodes
without requiring any DAC. In this paper, we propose to use
DLM to avoid the non-linearity problem.
DLM can be implemented using some Π or T networks

serially connected [21]. In DLM, variable capacitors are im-
plemented by connecting some switches serially to some ca-
pacitors. Thus, different states for the currents on the antennas
can be obtained by changing the states of the switches. Six-
port modulators are another way of implementing DLM [22],
[23], which are appropriate for higher frequency ranges due
to the size constraint. In this paper, we propose another way
of implementing DLM using distributed transmission lines.

III. ANALYSIS FOR COMPACT ANTENNA ARRAYS
In this section, we show that LMSRF MIMO transmitters

allow for compact arrays without degrading the performance
and requiring complicated matching networks. In the analysis,
complex voltage and current envelopes are considered as port
variables. Let ZA be the impedance matrix of the antennas
connected to the filters. The radiated power in this case is
calculated as

Pr = i
†
A�{ZA}iA, (1)



where iA is the current vector after the load modulators
(excluding the ALM) as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the current
of the resistance R is calculated using the power equation

Pa − Pr = R|iR|
2. (2)

Assuming a standard MIMO receiver and using the multi-
port model described in [24], the received vector can be
modeled as

y = ZTRiA + n, (3)

where ZTR is the transfer matrix between the received vector
and the currents on the transmit antennas and n is the additive
white Gaussian noise at the receive antennas. To obtain a
consistent channel model with the standard MIMO model [24],
we set iA = �{ZA}

− 1

2x, where x is considered as the input
vector. Thus, the total radiated power becomes

Pr = x†x, (4)

and the channel model is

y = ZTR�{ZA}
− 1

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
H

x+ n. (5)

It is assumed that the coupling matrix ZA is known at the
transmitter.
We use admittance model to describe the circuit shown in

Fig. 1. In order to design the load modulator blocks, we first
set the input admittance at the star point, ys, arbitrarily. Let’s
assume that the output port of the PA is modeled by a Thevenin
equivalent with the parameters va and za. Let’s also assume
that the matching network is a lossless reciprocal network with
the following admittance matrix

Y c =

[
jyc11 jyc12
jyc12 jyc22

]
, (6)

and mth load modulator has a admittance matrix

Y m =

[
jym,11 jym,12

jym,12 jym,22

]
. (7)

Note that in (6) and (7), we use yc12 = yc21 and ym,12 =
ym,21, respectively, since the matching network and the load
modulators are reciprocal. Then, having ys, the admittance
parameters of the matching network are designed to satisfy

y∗a = jyc11 +
y2c12

ys + jyc22
, (8)

where ya = 1/za and y∗a is the complex conjugate of ya. Next,
applying the conjugate matching condition, the voltage at the
star point is calculated as

vs = va
jyc12za − 2jyc12�{za}

2�{za}(ys + jyc22)
. (9)

Let’s define the following diagonal matrices

Y 11 = jdiag (y1,11, · · · , yM,11, yM+1,11) , (10)
Y 12 = jdiag (y1,12, · · · , yM,12, yM+1,12) , (11)
Y 22 = jdiag (y1,22, · · · , yM,22, , yM+1,22) . (12)

Then, for the load modulator blocks we have[
is

−ĩA

]
=

[
Y 11 Y 12

Y 12 Y 22

] [
vs

vA

]
, (13)

where is and vs are the current and voltage vectors at the input
ports of the load modulators (including the ALM) as shown
in Fig. 1. Moreover, ĩA and vA are the current and voltage
vectors at the output of the load modulators (including the
ALM). Let’s define

Y A =

[
ZA 0M×1

01×M R

]−1

. (14)

Then, the current at the output ports of the load modulators
can be calculated as

ĩA = Y AvA. (15)

Let Y s be the input admittance matrix of the load modulators.
Substituting (15) in (13) results in

Y s = Y 11 − Y 12(Y A + Y 22)
−1Y 12. (16)

All the input ports of the load modulator blocks are connected
to the star point, thus it can be shown that

ys = [1, 1, · · · , 1]Y s[1, 1, · · · , 1]
T. (17)

At this point the crucial benefit of LMSRF MIMO transmitters
becomes obvious. In order to match the star point to the PA,
it is only required to fulfill the scalar conjugate matching con-
straint as shown in (8) and (17). In compact MRF transmitters,
in order to match the antennas to the sources, it is required to
have a diagonal Y s. This needs a complex decoupling circuit.
From (13) and (15), we have

ĩA = −Y A(Y A + Y 22)
−1Y 12vs[1, 1, · · · , 1]

T. (18)

In (18), ĩA and vs are known; therefore, 3(M + 1) variables
of the load modulator blocks can be found numerically using
the 2(M + 1) real equations in (18), one complex equation
in (17) and a real equation in (2). Note that the number of
variables is more than the number of equations; hence, there
are some degrees of freedom to choose the variables.
The result in this section shows that although in LMSRF

with compact arrays, the impedance matrix of the antennas is
not diagonal, there is no need to decouple the antennas. It is
only required to keep ys fixed and match the power amplifier
to the star point. In the case of no mutual coupling effect, the
vector equation in (18) becomesM+1 scalar equations which
can be solved independently.

IV. DLM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we design DLM using microstrip line and
PIN diodes and simulate an LMSRF MIMO transmitter using
Advance Design System (ADS) software. We assume that the
antennas are far from each other and have a fixed impedance
in the considered frequency range. The carrier frequency is
3GHz and the symbol rate is 1Msymbol/s. We use an RF
switch shown in Fig. 2 which consists of two PIN diodes,



Fig. 2. The switch configuration with two series PIN diodes.

two DC blocker capacitors, and some λ/4 microstrip lines. In
Fig. 2, we use a substrate with the following parameters

• Substrate thickness H = 15.24mil
• Relative dielectric constant Er = 9.6
• Conductor conductivity in Siemens/meter Cond = 107

• Conductor thickness T = 0.005mm
• Dielectric loss tangent TanD = 0.0002

Furthermore, two PIN diodes with the following parameters
are used

• Junction capacitance = 1fF
• Carrier lifetime τ = 50ns
• I-region width = 100μm

Some ±5-volt DC sources are used to bias the PIN diodes.
The simulation results for the considered switch are plotted

in Fig. 3-6. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show S11 and S21 versus
frequency when the switch is closed. Next, Fig. 5 and 6 show
S11 and S21 versus frequency, respectively, when the switch
is open. The results show that in f = 3GHz, the isolation is
about 46dB and the insertion loss is about 0.04dB.
Next, we test the switching speed. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show

the transient output voltage versus time when the switch opens
and closes, respectively. It is observed that forward to reverse
switching time is the bottleneck of the switch. The switching
can be done at about 80Mswitch/sec.
Then, we use the structure shown in Fig. 9 for the load

modulators. In Fig. 9, the switches change the length of the
open stubs. The parameters l1, · · · , l13 (this is an example
for the case of 4 witches) are designed to obtain the output
currents with the best covering of the complex space. In the
case of m switches in each DLM, 2m constellation points
in the complex space are obtained. Every input symbol is
quantized to the closest constellation point. The better the
constellation covering, the less the signal distortion.

Fig. 3. S11 versus frequency when the switch is closed.

Fig. 4. S21 versus frequency when the switch is closed.

Fig. 5. S11 versus frequency when the switch is open.

The goal of the design algorithm is to find the best length for
each line in Fig. 9. The problem is a nonlinear and non-convex



Fig. 6. S21 versus frequency when the switch is open.

Fig. 7. Reverse to forward switching transient time.

Fig. 8. Forward to reverse switching transient time.

problem. We first use ideal transmission line theory to design
avoid complexity and finally we convert the lines to microstrip
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Fig. 9. Load modulator implemented using distributed transmission lines
and some switches.

lines. We use Genetic algorithm to find an appropriate solution.
We start from a random initial condition. Then, in each
iteration of the algorithm, we first generate all the possible
output points at the antennas. Then we consider a predefined
modulation, e.g., OFDM with 16-QAM input. We generate 105
constellation points in digital domain using random input bits.
Then, we quantize the constellation points using the possible
points at the antennas. This results some error at the output
signals. We use the Euclidean distance measure to calculate
the error. Note that we limit the line length by using the
constraint λ/10 < li < λ/2 for implementation purpose.
Genetic algorithm converges after many iterations and gives
the solution for the length of the stubs.
Fig. 10 shows the resulted output current on one of the

antennas in the complex plane for 8 switches in each DLM
after using Genetic algorithm. The results are obtained using
ADS software and microstrip implementation of the lines in
Fig. 9. The resulted points in Fig. 10 shows a good coverage
on the complex plane. The transmitter works in the following
way: first in the digital baseband block, each output signal
is mapped to one of these constellation points. Then, the
corresponding switch states are selected to achieve the desired
output signals. This means that the output signal on each
antenna is quantized by the LMSRF.
The results for signal to distortion ratio versus the number

of switches for different signals compared to the theoretical re-
sult obtained by Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) vector quantization
algorithm, are shown in Fig. 11. OFDM with 16-Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (16-QAM) and Quartature Phase Shift
Keying (QPSK) are considered. The figure shows about 2dB
loss compared to the LBG result when the number of switches
is 8.
To connect the antenna branches together we have a problem

and that is the variation of voltage and impedance at the star
point (the star point is shown by vs in Fig. 1 ). This variation
means that if we change the state of one of the DLMs, the
current on the other antennas are affected as well. To solve
this problem, an auxiliary tunable impedance is connected to
the star point in order to fix the voltage at the star point. In
fact this auxiliary tunable impedance fixes the impedance at
the star point. The auxiliary tunable impedance is itself a DLM
connected to a resistance as shown in Fig. 1 and called ALM.



Fig. 10. The resulted constellation for one load modulator with 8 open stubs
and 8 switches.
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Fig. 11. Signal to distortion ratio versus the number of switches in one load
modulator.

Due to the low precision of the ALM connected to the star
point, the constellation points move a little as will be shown
in the following simulation results. We use the designed
LM in a circuit with 10 antennas and an auxiliary LM. We
consider QPSK-OFDM and 16-QAM-OFDM constellations.
Fig. 12 shows signal to distortion ratio versus the number of
bits in the auxiliary LM for 6 and 8 switches in the LMs
connected to the antennas.
Fig. 13 and 14 show the constellation points of QPSK and

16-QAM for 8 switches in the LMs connected to the antennas
and 6 switches in the ALM. In this case, the signal to distortion
ratio is about −17.8dB.
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Fig. 13. The resulted constellation of QPSK for 8 switches in the LMs
connected to the antennas and 6 switches in the auxiliary LM.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Some new results in single-RF multi-antenna transmitters
were presented. The analysis in the case of compact arrays
was given. It was shown that the mutual coupling effect can
be considered in baseband digital domain and there is no need
for antenna decoupling. An implementation method using PIN
diodes and microstrip lines was presented and some simulation
results were given.
In this paper, we considered a narrow-band impedance
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model which is fine for small bandwidth signals but not
appropriate for large bandwidth signals. As the first future
work, one can analyze LMSRF using more precise model.
Furthermore, during the analysis, we assumed that the filters
and the antennas have fixed impedance behavior in the fre-
quency band. However, for signals with large bandwidth, this
is not completely true.
Another question is about the out of band radiation. Since

the DLMs switch between some discrete states, there is out
of band radiation. The pass-band filters are supposed to cut
the out of band radiation but making such sharp filters is
not straightforward. One can analyze the system including the
effect of the filters.
Nonlinear behavior of DLMs in the switching time period

affects the star point voltage and creates some reflected waves
to the central PA. Analyzing the precise behavior of the star
point is another worthy future work.
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